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Abstract: The intensity of urban development is presently high, creating a construction boom. The
number of transports per project is a major consideration in urban goods transport and emissions
from a project. Presently, the stakeholders take part in a “blame game” in assigning fault for the
emissions from construction transport and the disturbances to society in the vicinity of construction
sites. Incorporation of logistics into urban planning requires an increased understanding of the
interaction between construction transport flows and urban land use, and the inclusion of different
stakeholders. The purpose of the study is to support collaborative planning of construction transport
in urban planning, and specifically to explore how a planning tool based on interactive visualization
could be designed. An action research process has generated two prototypes of an interactive
visualization tool for collaborative planning of construction transport. The prototype facilitates a
“shared deliberation space” by identifying alternatives and assessing predicted consequences, which
supports a collaborative urban planning process. Based on the research conducted, we claim that the
responsibility of construction transport planning should be taken by the municipality, i.e., the urban
planning and traffic planning functions.

Keywords: sustainable urban planning; construction logistics; visualization prototype; collaborative
planning; action research

1. Introduction

The intensity of urban development is presently high worldwide due to densifica-
tion and urbanization, creating a construction boom of new houses, apartment buildings,
workplaces, hospitals, schools, and supportive infrastructure. Furthermore, there is an
ongoing and growing climate crisis raising the need to decrease greenhouse gas emissions
(GHG). Urban planning practices are central in reaching goals toward more sustainable
cities [1]. As an effect of urban development comes construction of transport. Construction
is heavily dependent on logistics activities; according to Guerlain et al. [2], the cost of
materials represents 30–40% of the overall construction cost and in general sites receives
2–10 deliveries or 8–10 tonnes of material per day. The number of transports per project
make the construction transports account for at least 30% of the urban goods transports [2],
and transports stand for about 10% of GHG emissions in a housebuilding project [3]. There-
fore, the GHG emissions from construction are not negligible and construction logistics
should be a natural part of urban planning practices.

Construction logistics can be divided into two primary functions: the management of
logistics activities on construction sites (on-site logistics), and the transport of resources and
materials to and from construction sites (off-site logistics) [4]. Logistics aim for resource
efficiency, i.e., avoiding unnecessary movements. There is great potential to decrease
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GHG emissions of the construction industry through improved logistics [3,4], as presently
construction transport efficiency is low [5,6].

Construction-related transports share the infrastructure with other road users and
the additional transport load from construction transport increases congestion in the
urban infrastructure [7,8], creating several different types of disturbances to the urban
environment [9]. Thus, construction-related transport not only causes GHG emissions
in itself; it also creates a lack of space and disturbances on the surrounding society and
the transport system [10] that are experienced by different stakeholders. Stakeholders
can be defined as individuals or groups of individuals who can influence the objectives
of an organisation or be influenced by these objectives [5]. Fredriksson et al. [9] iden-
tify construction transport stakeholders as internal or external to the project, with in-
ternal stakeholders being those who are directly involved in construction projects and
external stakeholders being those who are significantly affected by construction activities
(e.g., neighbours, road users, local authorities), but are not part of the project.

The ability to decrease disturbances and environmental impact through improved
construction logistics has not yet reached its full potential. Two reasons behind this are
lack of logistical knowledge among municipalities conducting the transport and urban
planning [11,12], and a remaining lack of focus on and understanding of logistics in the
construction industry [5]. In most cases, these two reasons make construction logistics
a forgotten question in the urban planning process [12], leading to a lack of demand on
how to decrease its impact. However, to decrease the disturbances of construction trans-
port, there is a need to see the interrelationships between construction logistics activities
and urban planning [12], including environmental regulatory frameworks [13]. However,
incorporating logistics into urban planning requires an increased understanding of the
interaction between transport flows and urban land use, and the integration of different
stakeholders into the planning [14]. Presently, there is a lack of planning tools providing
an overview of the total transport demand (including both regular freight transport and
construction transport) and the spatial impact of construction transport from a city perspec-
tive, as well as a lack of processes supporting the collaborative coordination of construction
transport in urban planning. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to present support
to collaborative planning of construction transport in urban planning, and specifically
to explore how a planning tool based on interactive visualization could be designed. By
combining planning and visualization, this paper is providing a contribution towards a
more integrated understanding of the topic of smart sustainable cities as asked for by [1].

Visualization in general refers to the visual rendering of data and information, and
interactive visualization means visualization that can be manipulated and modified to
present the data in different ways. In professional contexts, it is more or less unanimously
agreed that interactive visualization can provide insight—supporting the exploration of a
collection of data; understanding the overall character of the data; focusing attention on
salient aspects of the data; discovering patterns, outliers, correlations between parameters;
and so on.

Moreover, visualization is generally recognised as playing an important role in me-
diating and facilitating collaboration. There is a sense in which a visualization can serve
as common ground for joint deliberation, providing a shared understanding of external
conditions and constraints pertinent to the situation under consideration. An interactive
visualization for collaborative use can become a platform for communicative action, pro-
viding a means of expression for proposals and counterproposals, as well as serving as
a living repository documenting the current state of shared understanding along with a
record of past deliberations and hitherto unresolved issues.

The general nature of this study is an explorative multidisciplinary or interdisciplinary
one, where we bring specialist competencies together from the fields of urban planning,
construction logistics, and interaction design to address the question of how the planning of
urban construction projects can be improved to reduce the disturbances to city residents. We
approach the question on two levels, one of which concerns working practices and processes
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for multi-stakeholder collaborative planning and the other aims towards designing an
interactive visualization tool to be used in such planning practices and processes. There is a
strong interdependence between these two levels, as is always the case; in any practice, tools
and their uses co-determine each other. Our overall research method can be characterized as
a qualitative single-case study of action research, and specifically the kind of action research
that is known as constructive design research. In order to capture the context of where the
tool is to be used, the research process has involved several different stakeholders such as
traffic planners, urban planners, construction logistics consultants, developer/contractors,
and IoT developers.

The paper is organised as follows: first, the theoretical background to the research
areas in which the study is based are presented, and thereafter, the action research process.
The results of the process are then introduced in the form of the prototype development,
and finally, these are discussed, and conclusions are drawn.

2. Theoretical Background

The theoretical background first presents construction logistics to provide an under-
standing of its background; thereafter, urban planning and collaborative planning practices
are discussed.

2.1. Construction Logistics

Construction logistics research is generated from two streams with different perspec-
tives [15]. The first stream originates from a need to improve the efficiency of construction
production, generally taking the perspective of the developer or main contractor. The
second stream originates from the area of city logistics, taking the perspective of the munic-
ipality and its need to control construction transport within the city area to decrease the
number of transports on a general level.

As a starting point in the first stream, the responsibility for planning and coordinating
the supply chain and construction site resides with the main contractor [16]. As such, the
main contractor faces the challenge of managing a large number of flows with different
materials, products and resources to and from the construction sites [17]. From this perspec-
tive, [18] describe four roles that supply chain management (SCM) and logistics can play to
improve coordination and enhance productivity in construction. [19] has further developed
this work and introduced a fifth role. These five roles are: (1) focus on clarifying the inter-
face between the supply chain and site activities with the goal of reducing the duration and
cost of site activities through improved reliability in the delivery of goods and resources,
(2) focus on improving the supply chain with the goal of reducing lead times and costs of
transportation and inventory, (3) focus on improving logistics at the construction site to
streamline materials handling times and decrease costs on site, (4) transfer activities from
the site to the supply chain to improve conditions on site or to achieve a wider concurrency
between activities with the goal of reducing costs and time, and (5) manage the site and the
supply chain as an integrated domain to accomplish integrated supply-chain planning and
clear roles and responsibilities among actors.

The second stream focuses on the municipality and their need to coordinate construc-
tion transport with the rest of the transports in the city. Previous studies, e.g., [20,21], have
noted that cities and authorities have not traditionally focused on urban goods transport
strategies or on coordinating the needs of different stakeholders. Instead, goods trans-
port and logistics have been viewed as a problem for the logistics industry to solve [11].
However, construction logistics must compete for space with urban freight and public and
private transport, as well as maintain a good relationship with residents and businesses in
decreasing disturbances [9]. To handle these issues, municipalities have started to initiate
logistics setups that coordinate flows to and from construction sites [22]. Findings by [22]
show a clash between the incentives and goals of public actors with construction logistics,
with the responsibility of reducing disturbances for third-parties, and the business models
of private actors involved. Therefore, to some extent the demands set by public actors
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regarding the planning and control of construction logistics interfere with the logic in the
business models of private contractors [22].

Construction logistics setup is a governance structure for a construction project that has
been agreed on to control, manage, and follow-up the flow of materials, waste, resources,
and personnel to/from/on the construction site [15]. These can include measures to control
construction transport, such as terminals consolidating goods leading to less transports
for the last mile into site, or check-points for controlling arrival times of transports going
to site [15]. Through this, the number of transports can be decreased or distributed to a
timewise point with less load on the urban transport network.

2.2. Urban Planning and Collaborative Planning

In Sweden the urban planning authority is the local municipality, which holds a land-
use planning monopoly for its territory. The monopoly includes long-term planning on
an overview level for the entire urban area(s) and detailed planning concerning specific
land use matters, such as industry location, housing, transport, and water, wastewater,
and energy systems for both public and private land within the urban area. The long-term
overview planning of the entire area has no legal status but should be concerned as a vision
or guideline for the more long-term development of the city. The detailed planning, on the
other hand, has legal status and is necessary for application of building permit, which is
obligatory for major renovations or new buildings within the urban area [23,24].

The municipality is the owner of transport infrastructure within the urban area, which
is considered public land; therefore, the municipality is responsible for the planning
of traffic and the long-term formation of infrastructure, as well as traffic lights, traffic
signs, and more temporary solutions during constructions and events which need public
land for their fulfilment [25,26]. Many Swedish municipalities are major landowners in
their urban area; therefore, they sell land to private actors that will develop it into for
example residential areas, shopping areas, or offices. Such processes may be organised in
different manners, but often they are regulated in an exploitation treaty which regulates
how the municipality and the private landowner should collaborate during the planning
process, what should be built and when, and sometimes how the construction should be
organised [27].

In summary, the Swedish municipalities are concerned with several layers of urban
planning: overview planning, detailed planning, exploitation treaties, and temporary
traffic planning. The detailed planning and the exploitation treaties regulate the finished
result of a construction. However, during the construction process there is also need for
planning of temporary solutions concerning transport and traffic, both in connection to
the construction itself and in regards to the surrounding on-going urban life. Sometimes
the exploitation treaties regulate these temporary solutions (e.g., [28] report on this). The
short-term temporary solutions, which may be current over several years, are often not
planned for in a systematic way; different functions within the municipality do not fully
collaborate on these matters, and most planners lack tools for planning several temporary
solutions together in a wider urban perspective. The temporary planning is mostly due to
experience and tacit knowledge of the individual civil servant.

Goodman and Haslak [29] see the urban planners as the ones responsible for coor-
dinating the logistics stakeholders in urban development. However, there is an inherent
relationship between land use and logistics [30]. The decisions made by the municipalities
regarding development areas and zoning plans, for example, restrict which decisions can
be made by developers, which, in turn, restricts the possible action space for the main
contractor and its supply chain. Based on this [31] has developed a description of the
construction logistics system as consisting of three major subsystems: developer, main
contractor, and municipality. According to Fredriksson and Huge-Brodin [31], to make
change happen anywhere in the system or at the overall system level, a single actor or
subsystem focus is not sufficient; it is important to understand the relationships between
the subsystems and their actors, and how the subsystems influence each other, as decisions
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taken by actors in each of the subsystems have an effect on, and at the same time are
restricted by, decisions in the other subsystems.

Planning is often described as a process of trying to make sense of the uncertain future
and to be able to deal with it in a structural and organized way. The organization of planning
and the actual planning practice are two important components of this sensemaking
process and there are many different suggestions in the literature on how to structure
these components effectively to deal with uncertainty [32]. In the case of construction
logistics within the urban realm there are, as described above, a number of different actors
involved in the construction logistics system [31] and even more external stakeholders who
are affected by it. In such cases, the collaborative planning approach provides the idea
of dialogue as a means to shape and develop institutional capacity for future actions that
affect a number of actors [33–36]. If the actors get the possibility to collaborate and discuss
solutions to a common problem, the decisions then taken by the planning authority may
be considered more legitimate and possible to follow [36]. The complexity and number
of actors and stakeholders within the construction logistics system, therefore, calls for
collaborative planning processes on different levels, both between the subsystems and
within the different subsystems. However, it is not simple to create a dialogue that actually
develops institutional capacity for future actions, especially between actors driven by
different logics and meanings [37]. Therefore, facilitators may be necessary, for example, to
use boundary objects, which bring different actors together and make it possible for them to
create common solutions despite having different objectives [38]. In the process described in
this paper, we have started the creation of such a boundary object that may bring the actors
within the construction logistics system together to be able to create common solutions. As
Timms [39] argues, we are using forecasting models as a tool for communication, but in
a visualized way to make it more accessible. Here we thus describe a process of making
a boundary object for collaborative planning; a visualization tool based on forecasting
transport flows for different planned construction projects.

3. Methodology

This paper presents the design and validation of the interactive visualization tool.
Our overall research method is oriented towards the future in the sense that we want to
present a new approach to collaborative planning of construction logistics in the urban
planning process, including practices and processes as well as a supportive tool. This calls
for an explorative qualitative research method as it provides a rich understanding of the
context in which the problem exists, and is central for designing tools to be implemented in
existing processes [40]. The research design followed the qualitative approach of action
research described by [41,42], which highlight that the action research approach represents
an interpretivist ontology, suggesting that knowledge is contextual and socially co-created.
Action research implies iterative cycle of plan, check, do, and act combining research
and application through both data collection and validating contributing to change [43].
Therefore, the research process is also a learning process, and one of the most important
learning outcomes is increased and improved participant experiences [44].

This study has been part of the Vinnova-financed project Disturbance free cities (in
Swedish: Störningsfri Stad). Disturbance free cities was a three-year project with the
purpose of developing knowledge and competence that allow for the development of
planning systems that can visualize the traffic impact of development and traffic plans
during urban planning. In the action research process, the researchers bring their respec-
tive disciplinary expertise into an engagement with key stakeholders in attempting to
understand the current situation, identify the most promising directions for improvement,
envision a future situation and validate this envisioned future. Therefore, one important
part in the design of the research process here was to identify how the research areas of
construction logistics, urban planning, and visualization design could be combined to reach
the goal of the Disturbance free cities project. To ensure that knowledge was exchanged
between researchers and participants, we followed [42] and their practice of “academic
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plannings” for evaluating the visualization prototypes, but allowed the “local expertise”
(i.e., the stakeholder groups) to adapt the prototypes to better support the actors and stake-
holder needs during the collaborative planning process. The dual roles of the researchers to
contribute to proposed change and to study the validity of the proposed change make this
a typical example of multidisciplinary action research [41]. The context of the engagement
is the city of Norrköping, Sweden, with key stakeholders including local urban planners,
property developers and construction logistics companies and contractors. Norrköping is
a midsize Swedish city with several large development projects planned, such as a new
area close to the old port, a new railway station, and new high speed railway connection to
Stockholm. This context is suitable for a single-case study [41], which is a very common way
of deploying an action research project. During the action research process, we developed
two visualization prototypes, which were validated with stakeholders through interviews
and workshops.

The design of an interactive visualization tool for multi-stakeholder collaborative
planning constitutes one of the two levels in this action research study. The design process
broadly consists of growing an understanding of desirable collaborative planning practices
and processes in the case study, and manifesting this understanding into concrete design
of a prototype that illustrates functions and features deemed appropriate for facilitating
the collaborative planning. The prototype is designed iteratively in a cycle of making
concrete design proposals and validating them with key stakeholders. In terms of research
methodology, this can be characterized as a part of action research known as constructive
design research [45], where the practical design work forms an essential part of the knowl-
edge production. Specifically, the way in which the design process is interdependent with
the planning process level implies that it produces two kinds of knowledge in our case.
First, there is the prototype itself embodying our growing understanding of what could be
improved in collaborative planning of urban construction projects. Second, the insights
gained throughout the design process inform the work on the planning process level.

A slightly more detailed view of the explorative design process comprises five overall
stages: problem framing, concept development, a first prototype, validation, and a second
prototype. The next section describes the execution of the five stages. However, we also
note that the iterative design process weaves together three strands of practice reflecting
the multidisciplinary organization of the research team: fieldwork in the form of interviews
and workshops to identify key actors and their agendas and needs, the development of a
simulation model capable of predicting urban transport flow, and the explorative design
of an interactive visualization prototype intended to embody our emerging ideas of how
collaborative planning could (or should) be done. Figure 1 provides a schematic overview
of the design process.
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4. Action Research Results—The Explorative Design Process towards a Collaborative
Visualization Tool

This section summarizes the explorative design process, its outcomes, and its embod-
ied claims.

4.1. Problem Framing

The process of urban planning is owned and controlled by the municipality, however,
also involves the developers and contractors who are the ones responsible for the actual
commencement and carrying through of the project. Initial fieldwork with urban and traffic
planners and developers (i) using Future Workshop methods [46] suggested that

• the effects on urban traffic flows represent the most significant negative impact of
urban construction,

• a big-picture plan for urban construction projects on a ten-year timescale can be constructed,
• there are several alternatives for how the big-picture plan can be detailed,

If those alternatives could be explored and compared with respect to traffic flow impact,
the big-picture plan could be improved significantly in terms of reducing urban disturbance.

4.2. Concept Development

These findings were taken as initial directions for the ideation of an interactive vi-
sualization concept realizing the notion of a shared deliberation space (ii) and projected
in Figure 2. Some general interactive visualization design principles were identified and
articulated as being particularly conducive to the goal of supporting shared deliberation,
including linked views [47], overview plus details on demand [48], and the experiential
quality of pliability [49].
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Figure 2. September 2019 Concept sketch.

The initial concept was based on the juxtaposition of three views (see Figure 2):
(1) the project planning view, where a big-picture plan is constructed involving several
urban construction projects; (2) the key effects view where the most important traffic flow
impact measures are predicted in temporal synchronization with the project planning view;
and (3) the map view showing the geotemporal integration of urban traffic flow impact.
The main forms of interaction in the initial concept were planned to be experimentation
with the big-picture plan in a Gantt-like representation and setting filters such as time
window or time-of-day selection to control the integrated presentation in the map view.
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One important aspect from a project planning view was to identify what types of
planning scenarios should be incorporated and what stakeholder perspectives they should
represent. For instance, urban planning and traffic planning perspectives comprise planning
scenarios such as closing off streets and issuing policies limiting hours of transport, whereas
construction logistics perspectives imply measures such as using terminals for consolidation
and check-points for setting time-slots for arrivals. At this early stage of the design
process, we ended up considering planning scenarios that were limited mostly to syntactic
manipulations of the Gantt diagram representation of the construction projects, such as
changing starting times and durations of projects with the impact of moving the total
transport burden of the city in large time steps forward and backward. Input from the
fieldwork at this point suggested that we should also focus on daily impacts, such as
traffic delay times and number of construction trucks as key effects, and that we should
incorporate estimated costs per project in another dependent view. The result was an initial
medium-fidelity interface sketch (see Figure 3).
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4.3. The First Prototype

The next step in the design process consisted of a plan to bring front-end design of an
interactive visualization interface ((iv) in Figure 1) together with the back-end development
of the traffic flow simulation model ((iii) in Figure 1). Our goal was to convey the sense of
an interactive tool calculating in real-time the effects of changes through the planning to the
big-picture plan, but our resources did not allow for an actual implementation with those
capabilities. We focused on creating a user story in which the interactive visualization was
used to compare and refine three or four different big-picture plan planning scenarios. In
this stage, the planning scenarios focused on different ways to combine a given number
of planned urban construction projects in a ten-year timeframe (when to start and end a
project) and to specify their construction logistics planning (if they are to use a terminal
or check-point to control transports). Our plan was to pre-compute simulation model
outcomes for all combinations of input parameters given by the use story and thus provide
an interactive prototype that would perform correctly within the use story limits.

The decision to focus on the user story of three or four planning scenarios also re-
minded us that the visualization should provide interaction touchpoints for the scenarios
(top pane). The resulting interface sketches (Figure 4) formed the basis for the implementa-
tion of a first working prototype (Figure 5).
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The prototype (Figure 5) essentially worked as intended, with the ability to inspect
and compare different scenarios (top left pane) for the big-picture plan of several urban
construction projects (lower left pane). When two scenarios are selected and compared,
the key effect’s view and map view change to show variation around a baseline of no
difference between the two scenarios. The key effects shown are the total number of trucks
for the included projects (top left pane) and the traffic delay effects (lower right pane). In
the picture, we compare scenario 1 (where the start of project “Söderporten 2” is delayed)
to scenario 0. Scenario 0 presents the situation of no action to handle the construction
transports total effects. We can see how it would result in fewer trucks from February
2021 to June 2022, then more trucks until June 2023. We can also see in the map view
how the traffic situation in terms of delay would improve on the green-marked links but
become worse on the red-marked links. The main differences between the prototype and
the previous sketches were that information about the urban construction projects being
considered in the big-picture scenarios was included (top right pane) and that the cost
estimates per project were omitted.

4.4. Validation

The prototype was validated in two steps. First, three focus group sessions ((v) in
Figure 1) were conducted during November and December 2020. The focus of these were
on the actual design of the visualization tool. The focus groups included 12 persons in total
representing municipal urban and traffic planners. The selection of the participants was
based on our fieldwork, which had provided strong indications that municipal ownership
of the planning process and the interactive visualization would be the most productive
way forward. Second, validation was conducted in March 2021. This part was workshop
based and focused on how the tool would be used in a collaborative planning process.
The workshop included 15 persons in total representing urban planners, traffic planners,
developers, construction logisticians, and contractors.

The results of the validation indicated that a collaborative planning tool like the one
envisioned in the prototype would be a valuable resource in the work of engaging all
concerned stakeholders in the coordination of urban construction projects. Our assumption
about municipal ownership was confirmed. Several possible improvements were identi-
fied, mainly concerning the accuracy and usefulness of impact simulation and how it is
visualized in the key effects and map views. It was also indicated that more detailed control
of construction traffic routing and other performance requirements would be needed in
real planning situations.

4.5. The Second Prototype

The results of the validation, combined with new input from the fieldwork (vi), yielded
a design direction (viii) for a revised prototype (Figure 6). An important improvement
for the external validity and utility of the revised prototype concerns the data used and
presented, where the traffic flow simulation model (vii) uses empirically calibrated data
and the urban construction projects being planned are more closely modeled on actual
construction plans, including the different phases of the construction projects. Another
improvement is the ability to focus on specific time intervals within the full planning period.
The most important improvement, however, concerns the planning scenarios. In the revised
prototype, the previous planning scenarios illustrating the effects of shifting the start and
end times of construction projects were complemented with new planning scenarios draw-
ing on more substantial construction logistics knowledge and findings from our ongoing
fieldwork ((i), (v), (vi) in Figure 1). For example, Figure 6 shows the predicted effects of a
planning scenario implementing an off-peak delivery policy; the revised prototype also
contains planning scenarios based on construction logistics setups such as the use of cargo
terminals. In a sense, the revised prototype thus illustrates how our multidisciplinary,
practice-oriented project moves towards a synthesis of professional planning needs with
research-based knowledge in traffic flow simulation and construction logistics.
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5. Conclusions

The purpose of this paper was to present support to collaborative planning of con-
struction transport in urban planning, and specifically to explore how a planning tool
based on interactive visualization could be designed. The purpose was fulfilled through
an explorative action research case study, during which a visualization tool was designed
and validated through an iterative process. The study has generated two prototypes of an
interactive visualization tool for collaborative planning of construction transport. Based
on the validation of these prototypes the following hypothesis is developed; This prototype
may facilitate communication between stakeholders by identifying alternatives and assessing their
predicted consequences (a “shared deliberation space”), and that this is indeed potentially useful
in a collaborative urban planning process facilitated and owned by the municipality. As this is a
hypothesis generated from qualitative research, further research is needed to verify this
through more tests and quantitative evaluations.

This research followed an action research approach as we aimed to explore a ques-
tion that would require the combination of different areas of research on construction
transport planning and disturbances, including academic and professional knowledge
in the intended context. Construction transport has been a forgotten question in urban
planning [12], leading to a lack of ownership of the question. Presently, the stakeholders
take part in a “blame game” on whose fault it is, so nobody takes responsibility for planning
construction transport from an urban perspective, thus leading to increased emissions and
disturbances in vicinity of projects. Based on the action research process used, we were able
to make the hypothesis that the responsibility of construction transport planning should be
taken on by municipality actors, and specifically the urban planning and traffic planning
functions. They are, therefore, proposed to be the future owners of the visualization tool
and the initiators of a collaborative planning process. Through this, the disturbances of
construction transports will decrease as questions regarding how to organize logistics
within and between projects will be discussed based on the impact of transports from the
same perspective on the urban space. Consideration will be given to risks of queues, noise,
dust, and vibration disturbances to citizens in the vicinity of construction projects as well
as along the main roads used to go between the city’s outskirts and the project. These
questions are not discussed today, at least not in Sweden, though all participants in the
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study highly value the evaluation of such questions as part of the collaborative planning
process, as supported by the designed and validated visualization tool prototype.

That the municipality actors should take a greater ownership of logistics is not a new
claim (e.g., [11]); however, there are also researchers (e.g., [50]) arguing against public
interventions in a private market. This is true for logistics in general, but the construction
logistics system is different compared to the general logistics system [31] as the municipal
actors are the ones controlling the land use (how urban space is utilized for different
activities) and the construction project. Thereby, the construction logistics are dependent
on the decisions made regarding land use. Furthermore, when we validated our prototype,
we could see that the municipal actors (urban planners) are the only ones who have the
overview of the total amount of ongoing and planned construction projects in an urban
area, and as traffic planners, they also can set limitations regarding routing, delivery hours,
and types of vehicles through policies. Without the support of a tool like the prototype,
the question of construction transport is not visible to them, and they thereby do not
prioritize the same. The action research process has pinpointed the importance of municipal
ownership, as the key output effects have shifted during the prototype development from
a cost focus (construction stakeholder focus) to a disturbance focus mainly considering
queues and traffic delays (municipal stakeholder focus). This move from a construction
project tool to an urban planning tool has been agreed upon by all the involved stakeholders.
However, as has been shown in the action research process, the municipal actors have so
far lacked the ability to see the disturbances and hence the transport implications of urban
planning decisions as they have not had the access to a tool visualizing the combined effects
of construction transport and general traffic from an urban view, i.e., what disturbances the
transports causes to the general public also further away than the immediate vicinity [9].
The prototype developed in this project aims to fill that gap.

The action research process has not only been a learning process for the stakeholders,
but also for the researchers. Taking on the work of developing prototypes has forced
discussions among researchers from different disciplines, which would otherwise not have
taken place as the actual process of making something together requires making concrete
decisions. Therefore, we would like to claim that the prototyping process acts as a catalyst
for multidimensional interdisciplinary learning. During the development of the prototype,
the researchers have had to agree on the functionality of the prototype. This has been
especially clear regarding the development of the planning scenarios, which is shown in
the difference between prototype 1 and prototype 2. The prototype had to visualize the
difference between planning scenarios, hence the key output effects (disturbances) had
to be impacted by the planning scenarios. In prototype 1, the planning scenarios were
rather generic, illustrating mostly superficial manipulations of project start and end times.
However, in prototype 2 we had developed an understanding of how construction logistics
planning impact the traffic output and vice versa; therefore, we were able present explicit
planning scenarios with effects on different disturbances, which the actors saw as potential
discussion during a collaborative planning process.

As a final concluding remark, we would like to highlight remaining work to take the
prototype into a tool fully supporting a collaborative multi-stakeholder planning process.
The prototype shows the output effect of traffic delays on specific roads; however, this is not
enough to fully understand the disturbances that construction traffic creates. In [9], more
than 40 types of disturbances are presented and distributed over three zones in geographic
relation to the construction site, where most of them appear close to the sites. The question
remaining is how to be able to zoom in and out in the tool to capture the disturbances
related to the immediate surrounding of a construction project and how to handle issues
specific to construction logistics, such as unloading zones, creating cues outside gates, and
the use of public space for construction activities during the project time. Ref. [12] also
shows the need to be able to incorporate more than one stakeholder perspective. This
is something that needs to be incorporated in a future prototype, as the present version
has focused on the municipality need for an overview of the total amount of planned and
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ongoing projects, excluding aspects such as the costs of logistics setups. Finally, during the
interviews, stakeholders have expressed a need to be able to visualize the uncertainty of
planning. All planning is about viewing a future state, which is built on forecasts based on
historic data. Therefore, plans are uncertain. It is a general challenge, and to some extent
an open research question, to visualize forecasts and predictions in ways that support
well-grounded decision and action without instilling a false sense of security. Visualizing
predicted disturbances arising from construction transport is no exception in this regard.
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